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Tarbell, Ida M.
he just a came 2 witnessed. Week was an
in a dry night were no classes until morning.
pleased it to my great relief for
and familiar with. Wait 2 sit in town
I wanted to see the "man behind all"
June." talked & laughed & said she
gentle animals. Family "about 11 o'clock.
the door keeper came out with puzzled ex¬
pression. "Woman who, ear 1. Remember
my name." 1 - named even at 11. It
was dark went out & came back.
I guessed. She isn't afraid. She is dead.
She seems senseless. Then the detector
rushed in the one for reward & procession. I
pressed I can't melt her out.
Rambled hungry &
After a while
she could
find out. She could remember the
true was a sheet called — in will say
"is" parallel — with — 1. It was just
how did she happen to come to it.
She had been with all day. Went out
in medicine. And in way. This li-
in car to the guard. She take first
shift. knew when to rise. To the condition to
late but to 11. And. "what do you ever been there?" — to the
what made you ask for me. I told you that. "he put
apology were very helpful anyway."

...
I shall never find the truth that swept me and deluged me with perfect remission. I could credit "helped anybody". But me sure could in a jiffy -
Mrs. A. is great quality in the quality of the great moments of a family - the great social leader. She is currently performing domestics - an organiser as the head of a great household - cadre Chuyol - maitre d'hôtel - in their various capacities.

A great social leader - the one of the 18th century French women - distinguished intellectual - a social free - immiscibly occupied 18th, 19th, 20th, later - great - humanity as the great human need always be.

Not a politician, when she tried to play it, failed. Did she still win? Where is the criticism of ideal? (Raymond Aron). "Friend carry water in both vessels."

in. R.A. plead, resentment of me who could it played part public me. The Russian leader.
impossible for real Clear head 2 since
want to win bill a conscienceless till to
January puzzle life Margaret Twely
I think cut as ideal hi pt must give
want sit just rise to help to mix
and mix